species (Kuriyama et al. 2016) . Successful output management in multispecies fisheries therefore 74 requires both the presence of incentives and ability to target and avoid individual species, as well 75 as institutional mechanisms designed to facilitate flexibility in catch-quota balancing. 76 Utilizing the conceptual and analytical framework of production frontiers, we explore a 77 novel approach to analyzing imperfect compositional control and the production tradeoffs which 78 characterize many multispecies fisheries. Production frontier models have been applied 79 extensively in fisheries, however applications in non-selective or imperfectly selective 80 multispecies fisheries have generally focused on measuring technical efficiency and the effects 81 of capacity reduction measures (e.g., Dupont et al. 2002 , Färe et al. 2006 , 2011 . Our approach 82 instead examines the technological tradeoffs in joint production of multiple species and may be 83 found useful in a wide variety of joint harvest, bycatch, as well as other multi-output production 84 scenarios. We apply the empirical tool to data from the New England multispecies groundfish (Figure 1b) , which allows for proportionate output contractions (Shephard 1970, Färe et al. 143 1994 In (1) and (2), β is a scalar output distance measure, multispecies outputs could not be increased (i.e., the observation is efficiently using inputs x to 176 produce outputs y).
177
In Figure 2 behaviors, the free and costly output disposal efficient frontiers will diverge (Figure 2c ) , 187 indicating the assumption of free output disposal is violated.
188
Differencing output distances (1) and (2) 191 192 In (3), φ is equal to the difference in output distances to the free and costly output disposal restricts free pollution disposal (Färe et al. 2007 
Solutions to (4) and (5) The primary difference between (4) and (5) that the issue may only be temporary-a short-run tradeoff necessary to rebuild depleted stocks.
365
As stocks rebound the need for selectivity may decline, and as fishers learn to adapt their fishing accurate φ values. Additional stratification of inputs, time, or space might also be necessary.
393
Spatial and temporal restrictions were used here to control for unobserved factors affecting 394 production which vary over space and time, however our model can also accommodate more 395 sophisticated methods (see e.g. the multi-stage approach used by Kjaersgaard et al. 2009 is a vector of M multispecies outputs, and T is the set of all feasible input-output combinations.
In both free and costly output disposal technologies, inputs are assumed to be freely disposable. That is, additional inputs should never decrease output. A free output disposal technology (T F ) must satisfy: D r a f t species require proportionate output reductions in all species. In a departure from specifications of environmental technologies (see Färe et al. 1994 Färe et al. , 2007 , null-jointness is not assumed as it is possible to produce one species without corresponding production of other species.
If we consider k observations of fishing inputs and outputs, two output oriented reference technologies corresponding to free (P F ) and costly (P C ) output disposal may be defined: . Note additionally that (A2) and (A3) are compact and allow for inactivity-common restrictions placed on output sets (Shephard 1970 , Färe et al. 1994 ).
